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Health plan industry landscape

HEALTH PLAN INDUSTRY LANDSCAPE

Digitization in the
health plan space

UnitedHealth Group is
expanding digital health
funding, such as its $10
million investment in ondemand health benefits
startup Bind
– David Wichmann, CEO UHG

More than $3.4 billion of venture
capital flowed into digital health
firms in the first half of 2018
– Gartner Survey 2019 Healthcare Payer

HEALTH PLAN INDUSTRY LANDSCAPE

Stage of digital maturity in health plans
Though most organizations are ambitious, they are lacking successful scalability
mainly due to organizational culture and weak innovation framework
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Digital Transformation

Digital Transformation – The three-pronged approach

Efficiency

Transparency

Insight

Through process
innovation, automation
(RPA), talent and
knowledge management

Through workflow,
business process
management (BPM), and
client/user experience
strategy

Through identifying
mining, analyzing, and
consuming data from all
relevant source

Robotics and intelligent automation

ROBOTICS AND INTELLIGENT AUTOMATION

Benefits realized with robotic process automation (RPA)
RPA: Automating manual,
standardized process

If an employee executes a
workflow with a
computer/keyboard/system,
then RPA technology may be
considered to automate the
entire process, or part of it.

RPA leverages existing
user interfaces while
emulating human
executed tasks

RPA is governed by
business and IT while
leveraging existing
infrastructure

RPA works with
existing business
processes

Robots are a virtual
workforce supporting
and enabling human
workers

Robots can be
trained by
business users

Around the clock
availability

Equivalent to 1/3
of an off-shore
FTE cost

On average, RPA
cuts data entry
costs up to 70%
Double-digit reduction in error
rates typically achieved through
RPA

ROBOTICS AND INTELLIGENT AUTOMATION

What is intelligent
automation?
Intelligent
automation
leverages advanced
technologies to
provide optimal
cognitive solutions.

Robotics
Five capabilities
of intelligent
automation

− Robotic process automation
− Robotic desktop automation

Data consumption
− Optical character recognition
− Intelligent voice recognition

Cognitive capabilities
− Artificial intelligence
− Machine learning
− Natural language processing

Communication
− Chatbots, workflow management, iBPMs, etc.

Advanced analytics and insights
− Predictive and prescriptive data analysis and
visualization

ROBOTICS AND INTELLIGENT AUTOMATION

Organizational challenges with automation
Overcoming ‘automation anxiety’
− Broad perception of robotics
− Fear and job uncertainty surrounding RPA
− Lack of case studies to show value

Coping with fast pace of
transition

− RPA can process rapidly from proof of
concept to implementation
− 12 weeks or less not 24 months typical
technology implementation

Fragmented impact

− Specifying value and impact as only parts
of process automated
− Understanding future workflow and
handovers due to fragmented impact

Achieving global
consistency with tailored
local adoption
− Varied change approach due to varied
impact

− Achieving consistent global RPA change
approach

Defining evolving
responsibilities and
accountabilities

− Knowledge gap where roles change
− Negotiation local legislative variation
− Defining accountabilities and
responsibilities due to fragmented impact

Automation journey

AUTOMATION JOURNEY

RPA implementation: optimal approach

KEY INITIATIVES

PURPOSE AND STRATEGY

− Define the business
purpose before
determining the
technology needs
− Identify short and long
term goals
− Map business
outcomes
− Prioritize initial
investments

ORGANIZE AND MOBILIZE

− Automation innovators
network with
stakeholders across the
organization
− Automation external
ecosystem (vendors,
partners, SMEs)
− Infrastructure,
application and policy
updates

RELEVANT AND
SUSTAINABLE

− Program governance
and operationalization
− Enterprise
collaboration and
sharing
− Scalability and
automation skills
development

AUTOMATION JOURNEY

Automation journey timeline

Organize and mobilize

Purpose and strategy

Relevant and sustainable

Organize and mobilise

Purpose & Strategy
Stage 1

Proof of
concept /
pilot(s)

Stage 2

Early
days

Stage 3 -4

Stage 5

Automation
CoE development

Automation
team

Virtual
workforce

Illustrative number of robots in production
<5

5-10

10-20
Relevant and sustainable – operating model

20-40

>40

AUTOMATION JOURNEY

Baker Tilly RPA implementation
Rapid POC development
Five stage comprehensive and structured (approx. 4 weeks)
approach to support a successful RPA implementation.

Use case
selection

Business case
development

Current state
and future state
documentation

RPA
development

RPA
implementation

Key deliverables
Finalize use
case to be
automated

Create business case
and ROI model

Approve functional
specification
document

Validate and test
the use case
RPA solution

Client approval
of the RPA
solution

Automation opportunities

AUTOMATION OPPORTUNITIES

The rule of two: types and capabilities of automation
Types

Attended
Robot interacts with the human users for data/information input
Sample use cases:
− Customer service
− Auditing
− AP/AR

Unattended
Robot works 24x7 in the background with no human intervention
Sample use cases:
− Batch reporting (periodic)
− Continuous monitoring
− On-boarding and off-boarding customers

Capabilities

Rule-based
Robot follows business rules of repetitive, manual, large
volume processes
Sample use cases:
− Sales order processing
− Procure to pay
− HR benefits selection – shared services

Cognitive
Non-routine tasks requiring judgment (cognitive capabilities/
dynamic rules/artificial learning)
Sample use cases:
− Risk assessment for new and existing clients
− Suggestive and predictive customer behavior
− Advanced analytics across functional areas

AUTOMATION OPPORTUNITIES

Identifying where to focus and start is key to building momentum and unlocking
the value
PROCESS
SELECTION
CRITERIA

1

High frequency

2

Multiple Systems

3

Rule-based

4

Structured/Digital data

5

Data quality

6

Limited exceptions

7

Limited Judgement

8

Complex ecosystem

IT services
−

TYPICAL USE
CASES

−
−

Synchronizing,
deleting and
emptying folders
File management
Email and batch
processing

HR services
−
−
−

Benefits admin
Recruiting process
Onboarding/offboarding

Supply chain
−
−
−

Work order
management
Purchase/Returns
processing
Freight
management

F&A
−
−
−

Order to cash
Procure to pay
Incentive claim

LEVERAGING ROBOTIC PROCESS AUTOMATION (RPA) IN THE HEALTH PLAN INDUSTRY

RPA use cases

Claims
processing

Apply throughout claims processing
by seamlessly integrating systems
and software and automating
document requests in order to help
process claims more quickly.

−
−
−
−

Member and provider
record management

Accurately update various
provider and member records
such as: address changes,
selected PCP changes and trigger
adequacy alerts

−
−

−

Annual health risk
assessment data
entry

Eliminate manual data entry of
member health information from
inbound sources into various
medical management, quality and
risk management systems

−

−
−

Faster claims payouts to customers
Improve data accuracy by eliminating margin of human error
Strengthens customer service by avoiding delays and reissuance of
EOBs caused by error corrections
Increases claims department labor productivity
Supports regulatory compliance around provider directory accuracy
Monitors provider network for changes and optionally triggers processes
to update member records and/or provider contracting efforts
Streamlines process and relieves employees for other value add activities
and reduces calls to customer service related to changes not completed
Support initiatives to drive HEDIS and STARS improvements and close
HCC gaps
Supports high volume data entry requirements generated by attribute
capture on health assessment forms outside of claims systems or
medical records
More effective data entry by eliminating errors and rework

Getting started
1. Discuss integrating automation
with your IT strategy
2. Assess 'quick win' RPA use
cases
- ROI modeling
3. Define license and
implementation cost
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